[Readability and comprehension of guidelines for hand hygiene: a comparison between WHO (2009) and CDC (2002) guidelines].
Updating clinical practice guidelines (CPGs) is a crucial process for maintaining the validity of recommendations. However, the updating process should be explicit and changes made highlighted in the updated text. To confront and compare two CPGs on hand hygiene (World Health Organization, WHO, 2009 and Centres for Disease Control, CDC 2002), to identify discrepancies and changes made. Although mostly comparable, CDC and WHO guidelines use a different terminology on hand hygiene which could be onfounding: in the former handwashing includes the use of plain soap in the latter also the use of an antimicrobial soap. The lack of a glossary may render tricky the interpretation. Some problems in retrieving the evidence base of a recommendation are highlighted. Great attention should be paid before implementing an updated guideline. The need of essential and easy to consult guidelines, where in the updated version the news and modifications are highlighted are stressed.